
THE LAZY LIES

 

""""The Lazy LiesThe Lazy LiesThe Lazy LiesThe Lazy Lies""""        
1. (Things Will Eventually) Backfire 

2. Who's That Sally? 

3. Number One 

4. Beautiful Morning 

5. Stop Pretending 

6. The Dancefloor 

7. The Great Desire 

8. Feel The City Alive 

9. Dangerous Game 

10. Into My Bed 

 

Montse Bernad: Vocals, percussion  

Roger Gascon: Vocals, guitars, piano  

Xavi Mir: Guitars  

Dedé Camprubí: Bass  

Josep Mateo: Drums  

Produced by Roger Gascon  

Lyrics and music by Roger Gascon, 

except "Number One": music by Xavi Mir, Montse 

Bernad and Dedé Camprubí, lyrics by Roger Gascon

Engineered, mixed and mastered by Roger Gascon a

Bird With Vertigo studio 

 (Right Here Right Now, 2016) 

 

"If the 1965 Kinks included a woman and 

lived in 2016 Barcelona. This year's model 

for perfect little pop songs." 

George Wallace, American music blogger
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Dedé Camprubí, lyrics by Roger Gascon 

Roger Gascon at 

The Lazy Lies is the new project comprising 

musicians Roger Gascon, Xavi Mir, Dedé Camprubí 

and Josep Mateo (former members of Dunno, Luthea 

Salom, Julieta Jones and Lorena C) and actress 

Montse Bernad (Coworking, Et vindré a tapar, La 

Riera). 

 

The Lazy Lies' debut album is the album they always 

wanted to make. Titled with only the band name, it 

showcases the band's sound in ten songs with male 

and female vocals and influences from what 

according to them is the best era of pop music.   

 

Produced by Roger Gascon, The Lazy Lies give each 

song its own universe, playing with beautiful vocal 

harmonies, 12-string electric guitars or a groovy 

rhythm section. 

 

Through catchy melodies that get stuck in your head, 

The Lazy Lies are able to recall 

sensuality, The Kinks' rhythms, the positivism of 

Zombies and The Byrds' psychedelia, whilst keeping 

their own essence, which makes them special and 

different from the rest. 

 

Their debut album gathered very good reviews from 

the music press and has appeared in several lists of 

Best Albums of 2016, both in Spain 

where it received a warm welcome from the fans of 

sixties-influenced pop music. 

 

 

"If the 1965 Kinks included a woman and 

This year's model 

George Wallace, American music blogger 

"The hooks are strong, the beat won't be denied, and 

the band has a kind of cohesiveness I rarely hear in 

current-day commercial music. If I could find The 

Lazy Lies on a jukebox, I'd be dropping in coins all 

night long." 

Ted Gioia, The Daily Beast 

The Lazy Lies is the new project comprising 
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